Saturday Afternoon

Motivational Speaker: Rick Saldan
Rick Saldan, a unique motivational speaker, master magician and nurse, will be the featured presentor
for a Saturday afternoon session of the 2019 PA State Council of Lions Clubs’ state convention at the Kalahari
Resorts & Convention Center in Pocono Manor, Pa.
As a seminar leader, he combines comedy, theatrical
illusions and extensive audience interaction with inspirational
presentations. Rick creates a powerful and enjoyable learning
experience, guaranteeing to make your conference an
outstanding success! Part of Rick’s skill with his audience is
contributed to from his 10-plus years’ experience as a seminar
leader and corporate trainer and his 12 years experience as a
trainer in technology education working for large corporations,
law firms and financial firms.
Rick’s Motivational Magic & Momentum Seminars
cover a wide variety of topics including leadership building,
public speaking, conflict resolution, presentation skills, goal
setting, time management, cold calling, conducting sales
presentations. His outgoing and playful personality energizes
and stimulates the audience to higher levels of participation.
Rick believes in living a full and energized life. He
served in the U.S. Marine Corps. While serving in the Marines,
Rick was nominated by his Commanding Officer Captain
Schwalm for the Gold Congressional Award. For this program, Rick engaged in over 1,200 hours of community
service meeting with, helping and encouraging nursing home residents, cancer patients, runaway teens,
prisoners, homeless people, and others.
Rick is a graduate of the Licensed Practical Nursing at Penn State University and studied at New York
Institute of Finance, Institutes for Paralegal Training, Computer Science at Temple University in Philadelphia.
He lives in Stroudsburg, Pa. He enjoys skiing, sky diving, jogging, bicycling and swimming, as well as other
hobbies.
Evidence of Rick’s success and impact as a powerful speaker can be seen in over 60 letters of
recommendation from a wide variety of industries, law firms, banks, and many others. He has received high
praise from employees of the largest and most prestigious seminar organizations in the world today: Dale
Carnegie.

